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I AM NOT A WEB DEVELOPERI AM A MARKETER
WRITER
SOCIAL STRATEGIST
CONSUMER
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Agenda
• Introductions
• Website Creation Process
• Finding Your Purpose
• Design Examples and Tips
• Content Examples and Tips



Website Creation Process
Research & 
Goal Setting

Planning

Layout

Content

Testing

Launch & 
Maintain



Research and Goal Setting
•What is the purpose of your website?
•Who is your target audience?
•What are the goals for your website?



What is the purpose of your website?

Doable
Understandable
Manageable
Beneficial

Purpose/Objective
Specific
Measureable
Actionable
Realistic
Time-Bound

Goals



Who is your target audience?
• Demographics
• Psychographics
• Buying Behavior
• Motivations

“Everyone is not your customer.”
—Seth Godin



Sample 
Persona

Elly

Demographics: This user is a female in her mid-20s who is 
single without children; she holds a college degree and 
works full-time as an assistant manager earning $50,000 
per year. 

Interests: Fashion, art, photography; will spend time on 
social sites that have photos and video showcasing 
engaging content from others.

Buying Habits: Slow and methodical in purchasing 
decisions; conducts research; uses mobile phone to make 
purchases.

Psychographics: Relies on crowd-sourcing her friends to 
help make decisions; relies on social proof; prefers to save 
money and will only purchase an item or service if it’s a 
good deal.



Sample 
Persona

Frank

Demographics: Married male in early 40s with two 
children in an urban location; has a PhD and works full-
time making $90,000 per year.

Interests: Technology, gadgets, and science; compelled by 
facts and figures; spends time on forums and social sites 
that are up-to-the-minute with information and news.

Buying Habits: Very willing to open wallet and spend 
money for others, but is conservative when spending on 
himself; will favor quality over economy; makes purchases 
online via desktop late at night.

Psychographics: Believes strongly in reviews and 
testimonials and is motivated by promise of experience, 
not necessarily price; values friends and family and will 
make purchases for them before himself; active, healthy 
lifestyle.



Website Goals
Every website should have the same three outcomes: 

• Increase revenue
• Reduce cost
• Improve customer satisfaction/loyalty

What are you trying to accomplish?





Design Tips: Gestalt Design Theory
Create Unity: if you collect your design elements in an arrangement using one of 
the approaches, your design will feel more connected, coherent, and complete.

Similarity Continuation Closure

Proximity Figure/Ground Symmetry



Design Tips: F-Shaped Pattern
Consider Your Layout

Nielsen Group Study: https://www.nngroup.com/articles/f-shaped-pattern-reading-web-content/

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/f-shaped-pattern-reading-web-content/


Design Tips: Avoid Deadweight
Use Calls to Action, Make Items “Clickable”



Design Tips: Provide Directional Cues
Have Your Subject Face Your Text/CTA



Design Tips: 3-Click Rule
Provide Simple Navigation



Design Tips: Color Palettes 
Choose a Dominant Color and Accents

• Consider Psychology/Emotions
• Tie-In with Your Logo
• Research Competition
• Think about Your Target

• Millennials like bright



BLACKBLUE

REDYELLOW



Dominant Colors

Accent Colors



Background Color Selection

Information Sites Brand-Focused Service-Oriented



Design Tips: Images

• Always opt for quality images
• Choose style: photos, icons, illustrations
• Consider if it relates to your brand
• Be different: avoid generic stock photos
• People love people
• Tell a story in your image

Make a Statement with Images



Design Tips: Images

• Naming conventions matter! Be descriptive in how you save.
• Reduce file size of your images before uploading.
• Be different: avoid generic stock photos
• JPEG (best quality) PNG (mid-quality) GIF (lowest quality)

Optimize Your Images



Design Tips: Fonts
Choose Clear, Legible Fonts

• Create a hierarchy (headers, subheads, copy)
• Be intentional with type colors
• Consider accessibility (can it scale up?)
• Choose serif for headlines, sans serif for web copy



EXAMPLES



"Decide the effect you want 
to produce in your reader." 

—Robert Collier



Copy Tips: Always Be (User) Centric

• Consider what your user needs and wants 
(instead of what you need or want).

• Test what works with your audience.

• Use the golden rule: how would 
you want to interact on the website?



Copy Tips: Define Your Voice & Tone
• Create a style guide 
• Refer to your brand guidelines
• Use real examples of dos and don’ts



Copy Tips: Chunk Your Copy
• Headings and subheadings that 
clearly contrast with the rest of 
the text (i.e., larger)

• Highlighted keywords (i.e., bold)

• Bulleted or numbered lists

• A short summary paragraph for 
longer sections of text



Copy Tips: Inverted Pyramid

Highly Important

Eh, Kinda Important

Ok, Now It’s Getting Boring

Now No One Is Reading This



Copy Tips

• Rule of 1: One idea per sentence, one idea per paragraph
• Bullet points make it better
• Avoid unsupported adjectives: world-class, cutting-edge, unique
• Read out loud
• Use creative calls to action (go beyond “learn more”)
• Be brief
• Think of every page as a landing page



How many people search in the form of a question?

Your content should answer questions – consider including the questions.



CONTENT EXAMPLES



"Without data you're just 
another person with an opinion." 

—W. Edwards Deming



Introduction to Google Analytics



Web Analytics 2.0

The analysis of qualitative and quantitative
data from your website and the competition 

to drive a continual improvement of the 
online experience that your customers, and 
potential customers have, which translates 

into your desired outcomes 
(online and offline).



This Leads to Optimizing…

Usability
Design

Architecture
Copy

Products
Marketing



Questions Analytics Can Answer

Who is coming to my website?

What do I want them to do?

What are they actually doing?



How Do We Get This Information?



How Do We Get This Information?

A cookie is a small piece of text sent to your 
browser by a website you visit. 

Cookies remember safe search preferences, 
allow you to see relevant ads, protect user data, 

and…report page data to Google Analytics. 



Quantitative Metric Definition

Click-Through Number of times a link was clicked by a visitor.

Page View Number of times a single web page was viewed. 

Session A visit or session by an individual who interacts on the 
website.

Bounce Rate Single page view visits divided by entry pages (i.e., only 
visiting one page).

Exit Page Last page visited during session. 

Referrer The page URL that originally generated the request for the 
current page. 

Conversion A visitor completing a targeted action.

Metrics



Quantitative Metric Definition

Time on Page Amount of time that a user spends on one page before 
clicking off. 

Visit Duration Length of time in a session. 

Unique Visitor Individual people with activity on the website.

New Visitor Unique visitors with activity visiting the website for the 
first time during reporting period (usually 8 months).

Returning Visitor Unique visitors with activity during a reporting period for 
more than one visit.

Metrics



Web Analytics Framework
Objective Goal KPI (Metrics) Target

Sell Products 
to New 

Customers

Increase New 
Customers

# of New 
Website 
Visitors

Increase 10% 
by Jan. 1

Now You Try

Grow Loyal 
Blog 

Following

Increase Time 
on Site

Avg. Time on 
Site

Increase :20 
seconds by 

Jan. 1



Questions?



Next Week:

 Bring a Laptop
 We’ll Cover Tools/Platforms
 Step-by-Step Website Creation
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